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Spare tire 
By Rescue Poetix 
 
When I was 7 I had a favorite top 
blue puffy cap sleeves, white panel just under blue rounded collar with  
purple and yellow flowers, green vines  
connecting them shoulder to shoulder, disappearing into those epic puffs of power 

 
Under the panel, separated by the smallest of frill blue kept going,  
that rich blue that skirts the world between royal and navy 
Between the panel and ...what papi called “My spare tire” 
That little peek of flesh, from under the blue that changed EVERYTHING 

 
I remember when that love turned to dismay then hatred  
for that blue giving away tender secrets 
Of an imperfect 7-year-old  

 
Botanical gardens with extended family, strangers scattered everywhere,  
thrown away flowers seeking to connect 
structured forced natural things, that have no business growing together 
Cross pollinating before our very eyes 

 
I wore my favorite top… What girl wouldn’t? 

 
Stretching tall after the long ride, standing next to mami 
I had grown since the last time I wore it 
Others in groups talking and laughing, papi caught my stretch 
That blue riding up, leaving 7-year-old self-worth vulnerability bare, tender 

 
He laughed and pointed … “Look at your spare tire” He cackled … “Spare tire!” 
Conversations seemed to stop, nowhere to hide 
Sweltering Black top at my feet, undulating metal behind me 
Human bones doing nothing, but staring… and staring 

 
While he - My protector - And provider - Joked at my Tenderness 

 
In that moment, with the universe swirling in cruel lessons of compassion 
I lost the naive belief, that I was supposed to be protected 
Unable to process, I cried, like a 7-year-old 
 
 

 
Hating myself and my spare tire, hating him more for his cruelty 
Hating everyone for doing nothing, hating every bit of flesh from ankles to forehead 
Hating and crying, pulling down the blue fabric that betrayed and mocked me 
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Gone was the joy of being among flowers, of blending with those who found joy 
In ignoring the forced narrative of nature, under glass, surrounded by steel 
Joy seeped out into the dirt and cement and black top 
All I could think about was … “My spare tire” 

 
I grew up from that day; survived various cruelties of childhood 
Thrived with a spare tire … “You’re shaped funny” 
“You’re well proportioned. Don’t hide your curves.” 
Childhood trauma uninvited and invasive, adjusting. Always adjusting. 

 
Even when no one sees, alone on the couch, images of crop tops, across the screen  
 

 


